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About This Game

Fast Dust is a racing game, you have a 10 unique cars to choose. These cars are neither new nor shiny. But they have a true
character, heavily battered, with a specially reinforced structure, they have come out of many collisions and still have some

power under the hood.
There are 70 racetracks to cover in varied terrain, total of 270 miles (430km). As a driver of these amazing vehicles, you will
have the opportunity to test yourself on the forest roads, in the sandy canyon and in the old factory town. The condition on the

road will not always be ideal, get ready for rain, snow, fog and night drive. On some routes, you will discover shortcuts that will
allow you to gain an advantage over your opponents and win.

CAREER MODE
As a new driver, you are starting to build your position in the ranking of the 155 best drivers. Before each race, your buddy

Harry, who is piloting your career, sends you an information about the number of opponents, weather conditions and possible
shortcuts on the route. By winning the race you gain not only a higher position in the ranking but also money (virtual), which

allows you pay the entry fee, before each race.

An additional source of cash are bets in which you can participate before the race. The stake is either cash or a car. Be aware
that you can also lose the bet. In order to have additional car in the garage, you have to win the bet, so the risk sometimes pays

off.
By winning the race, you unlock various upgrades to purchase, such as:

 Speed Tuning;
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 Acceleration Tuning;

 Turbo;

 Shortcut Maps;

There are 70 racetracks to drive (270 miles / 430 km,), in 3 different locations:

 Old Factory Town;

 Forest;

 Canyon;

Different weather conditions:

 Rain;

 Fog;

 Snow;

 Day;

 Night;

You start from the last position and you have 154 drivers and you have to beat them all.
There are 4 types of race:

1) standard - a race against several drivers, the goal is to take first place;
2) elimination - a race against several drivers, there are gates on the route, the last driver is knocked out on each gate, in order to

win you have to reach the last gate first;
3) checkpoint - you drive alone, on the route there are gates that you have to reach in a given time, a win allows you to move to

the next race;
4) countdown - you drive alone and you have to reach the finish line in a given time, by winning you prove that you are ready to

compete with better drivers;

QUICK RACE MODE
In this mode you choose any car from the garage, any racetrack you want and your favorite race type (standard, elimination,

checkpoint, countdown).

ONLINE MODE
In this mode you can race with friends or with players currently available online. Up to 7 people can participate in a single race.
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Title: Fast Dust
Genre: Indie, Racing
Developer:
Binary Giants
Publisher:
Binary Giants
Release Date: 22 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (32 or 64bit)

Processor: Intel® Core™2 Quad Q9550 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 460

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 8 GB available space

English,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Not happy I have to do this as I don't like posting negative reviews but here it is...

I can't recommend this game as it doesn't have full controller support; you push the thumbstick forward for throttle and back for
braking, the triggers serve no purpose whatsoever. (at least not with my M$ Elite or Xbone S controllers)

Graphically I can't say I had any problems with it and I do like the design of the cars... but a game that I can drive as well with
the KBD as I can with the controller with a price tag this high I can only say that you should avoid it. (at least 'til they make a
controller a viable full functioning option...)
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UPDATE v1.4.2:
Fixed problem with realtime reflection and flickering material on some scenes.. UPDATE v1.4.4:
Full controller support - new binding system allows to configure any type of game controller (Wheel, Gamepad, Joystick etc).
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Improved overall performance plus added some optimalization.

Fixed issue with resolution on some monitors.

Fixed sudden frame drop at the end of the race.
. Free Demo:
Free demo is now available.
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Demo limitations:
- one car
- one racetrack
- one type of race
- no bots
- multiplayer off
- career mode off. UPDATE v1.4.5:
Fixed issue with gas and brake pedal on some wheels.

Improved overall "sense" of speed and dynamics while driving.

Better field of view of the camera.

Soundtrack played alternately on each race (optional).

Fixed issue with small frame drop when car was passing under the bridge.. Linux and MacOS support available!:

Linux and MacOS support is available for full version and for demo as well.. UPDATE v1.4.8:
- Improved car steering plus better grip to the road.
- Fixed problem with stopping car during longer turn.
- Fixed hood camera view.
- Fixed handbrake.
- Improved car suspension.
- Added new and more dynamic soundtrack (Soundtrack 4).. UPDATE v1.4.7:
- New car physics, new suspension, tires friction changed (sliding with high speed).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rD507Eww-9A
- Added support for Logitech Wheels like G25, G27, G29 and other.
- Added support for controllers which previously were not detected by binding system.
- Fixed physics of objects on the road like barrels, cardboard box etc. Smooth animation when object is hit by a car.
- Improved binding system (while waiting for new button or axis, navigation in menu is disabled for 3 seconds until system
detects new axis or button).
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- Improved car engine sound.
- Added better sound when car is taking a bend.
- Better car maneuvering on reverse gear (improved steer angle).
- Added clock illumination when turbo is held in cockpit view.
- Linux: fixed "black screen" at start.
- Linux: added option to launch game with Vulkan (add "-force-vulkan" parameter).
- Corrected Spanish language version..  UPDATE v1.4.6:
Improved car suspension.

Added new parameter (Terrain Optimization) in MAIN MENU->OPTIONS->GRAPHICS, for better performance (from 20%
to 50% more FPS when set to HIGH).

Fixed camera movements (smooth follow).

Improved camera when turbo is pressed.

Added small graphic improvements in environments (mainly in the forest).

Added more dust from car wheels:)
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